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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

After Cold War, people around the world start to get out from straining

situation as the result of competition between United States and Uni Soviet which 

caused world security in danger by the possibility of great war. Globalization has 

marked the new era that is no borders between countries and people, so the flow 

of information, goods, and even people becomes very easy. But, this thing has 

been creating new problems which never happened in the past time. One of them 

is about immigration

Immigration is a conveyance or migration of people into a country for 

sustaining their lives or seeking livelihood, and also making the destination 

country as new dwelling1. In other word, immigration is migration of foreign 

citizens into a country for staying in particular period with various reasons, from 

working, studying, and vacation. This circumstance can create advantages or 

disadvantages for host countries.

Phenomenon of immigration can not be eluded and always happen

everytime because of globalization which crosses international borders. 

Developed countries consider immigration as a plague because it creates many 

problems in host countries such as Australia and some European countries like 

                                                            
1 Definition based on International Conference in Rome 1924, cited from Pengertian 
Keimigrasian, accessed at: http://semarang.imigrasi.go.id/profil.html (retrieved on September 
18, 2013, 06:50)
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France, Germany, and UK (United Kingdom). Besides, they do not have great 

concern to fix this issue. Unbalanced global structure (poverty, unemployment, 

etc) makes immigrant’s journey as a survival and pursuit better life in destination 

country.2

United Kingdom is one of European countries which become main 

destination for immigrants from different countries. At the colonialism era, United 

Kingdom was immigrant’s supplier to commonwealth countries such as Canada, 

Australia, and United States. It was started after Second World War in 1947 when 

United Kingdom recieved 75.000 immigrants as voluntary workers from 

European countries and sent them to hospitals and other public sectors.3. 

The population of immigrant increased each year after first Immigration 

Act was implemented in 1948 and after Cold War. From 1997 untill 2006, total 

migration of United Kingdom was 7,5 million people and total immigration is 4,5 

million people. Meanwhile in 2008, total of immigrant in United Kingdom 

reached more than 6 million people.4

The escalation population of immigrants over last decade increase public’s 

anxiety and it has changed government’s insight about this issue. According to 

survey in late 1990’s, immigration was one of important issue that government 

                                                            
2 Devyani Gupta, 2005,  Migration, Development and Security. See in: Felix Dodds & Tim Pippard
(editor), Human & Enviromental Security: An Agenda For Change, Earthscan: London, p. 116-117
3 Francois Gemenne, 2009, Concepts and Measurements of Migrations in Europe, Amsterdam 
University Press, p. 90
4 Will Somerville & Madeleine Sumption, 2009, Immigration in the United Kingdom: The 
Recession and Beyond, Migration Policy Institute, p. 9, accessed at: 
http://www.migrationpolicy.org/pubs/immigration-in-the-uk-the-recession-and-beyond.pdf
(retrieved on September 18, 2013, 13:45)
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must handle. Then, based on survey in 2007, 62 percents people considered

immigration as a problem.5

Increasing immigrant also creates some problems. United Kingdom is one 

of main destination country for warlords from different countries such as Rwanda, 

Afghanistan, Iraq, and Serbia. From 2005 untill 2012, around 700 warlords sought 

for asylum to United Kingdom from asylum appeals6. Then economic global 

crises in 2008 made economic situation unstable. Therefore, restricting immigrant 

became one of attempt to control unemployment and low economic growth. 

Government also gave more priority to native citizens than immigrant in labour 

recruitment in order to compress total amount of unemployment.7

Education purpose and family migrant also created immigrant population 

increasing. From 2007 until 2011, number of non-EU foreign students increased 

about 7 percents per year. But, education purpose often used to extend theit stay 

and even maintain the permanent residence that made more immigrant number8.

Main attraction for foreign students to study in the United Kingdom is strong 

economic opportunities and strong global reputation for higher education. Family 

reunion is another important stream as a driver for immigration into the United 

Kingdom. Much of this stream came from former British colonies and legal 

                                                            
5 Uma Segal, et.all, 2010,  Immigration Worldwide: Policies, Practises, and Trends, Oxford 
University Press, p.128
6 Inggris Jadi Tujuan Penjahat Perang, accessed at: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/indonesia/majalah/2013/07/130730_ukwarcriminals_majalah.shtml
(retrieved on September 18, 2013, 17:01)
7 Inggris Berencana Kurangi Imigrasi Karena Ekonomi Melemah, accessed at: 
http://www.yiela.com/view/131861/inggris-berencana-kurangi-imigrasi-karena-ekonomi-
melemah (retrieved on September 19, 2013, 09:06)
8 Ketatnya Imigrasi, Mahasiswa Asing Enggan Kuliah di Inggris, accessed at: 
http://indonesiarayanews.com/news/internasional/01-09-2013-20-13/ketatnya-imigrasi-
mahasiswa-asing-enggan-kuliah-di-inggris (retrieved on September 20,  2013, 07:16)
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change have facilitated this route. These rights to families joining immigrants 

have made immigrant population increased9. 

All those problems has made immigration issue became the priority 

agenda to be addressed when elected Prime Minister from Liberal-Conservative 

Party David Cameron took administration in 2010. It also became hot issue in 

previous government by Labour Party from 1997 until 2009. David Cameron 

planned to cap immigrant below 100.000 in 2015, especially decreasing 

immigrants from outside European Union.10

Government try to solve this issue by making some policies to cap number 

of immigrants which become serious matter for a long time. Those government 

policies do not mean that United Kingdom is forbidden for immigrants. 

Government realize that immigrants also give great income eventhough create 

some polemics in society. Government cap immigrant to guarantee state security 

and protect local people from sort of problem that can be occured by arrival of 

immigrants. 

1.2 Research Question

Based on concise illustration in introduction, main question which will be 

analyzed is: how The United Kingdom’s efforts to cap the number of immigrants 

in the David Cameron administration?

                                                            
9 Uma Segal, loc.cit
10Inggris Terus Sunat Jumlah Imigran, accessed at:  http://www.republika.co.id/berita/breaking-
news/internasional/10/11/25/148607-inggris-terus-sunat-jumlah-imigran (retrieved on March 
21, 2014, 21:23)
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1.3 Research Purposes

1. Describing immigrant issues in United Kingdom

2. Describing implemented policies from United Kingdom to cap the number 

of immigrants in the David Cameron administration.

1.4 Literature Review

The first literature review is a paper entitled UK Labour Migration 

Policy: Permanent Revolution? by Christina Boswell11. This paper explained 

about UK transformation policy of labour migrant in Labour Party administration.

United Kingdom started to focus on immigration policy after Labour Party took 

over government in 1997. Government changed some regulations of labour 

migrant to boost national economy growth. But those policies were critized by 

government opposition and mass media because labour immigrant will create 

other problems, like increasing asylum applicant and security threat from potential 

ethnic conflict. Government responded by making some policies to control 

immigrant. First, government implemented tier system which consisted of 5 tier to 

filter immigrant flow. Second, government created some institution and tightened 

state borders. Third, adjusting some regulations about their rights as immigrant. 

Fourth, government made collaboration with European Union to secure its region 

from illegal immigrant. 

Boswell’s research only explained immigrant transformation policy, 

especially in labour sector in Tony Blair era or Labour Party Government. In my

                                                            
11 Christina Boswell, 2008, UK Labour Migration Policy: Permanent Revolution?, accessed at: 
http://www.cespi.it/WPMIG/Country%20mig-UK.pdf (retrieved on February 11,  2014, 20:01)
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research, it explains not only focused on labour sector, but also putting

immigration policies of foreign student and family into the economic sector,  and 

managing political migrant in David Cameron administration.

Second research is an article entitled Dinamika Hubungan Antar Etnis

dan Integrasi Imigran di Inggris by Pundan Rama Danumardhany, Tri Cahyo,

M.Si, & Reni Windiani, M.Si12. This paper described dynamics and process of 

immigrant integration in UK. UK immigrant flow has been started since Britain 

colonialized countries from different continents which created connection among 

commonwealth countries and also among those citizens. It created some impacts 

in society, even created some riots between ethnic communities and it also caused 

act of racism. The racism even spreaded into many institutions, such as court, 

education, health, and sport. Mass Media gave important role creating public 

opinion about this problem. Some of policies had been implemented. Anti-racism 

organizations had been established and integration from government in economy, 

politic, social, and culture in order to grant their rights.

This second article only observed problems of immigration from social 

integration in british society and role of mass media for giving negative opinion 

about immigrant. But my research did not see from social integration and mass 

media. My research described immigrant issue from economic migrant and 

political migrant, and also policies to cap them in David Cameron administration.

                                                            
12 Pundan Rama Danumardhany, et.all, 2013, Dinamika Hubungan Antar Etnis dan Integrasi 
Imigran di Inggris, accesed at: http://portalgaruda.org/download_article.php?article=72853?
(retrieved on October 22, 2013, 21:05)
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Third research is article entitled The Immigration Legacy of Tony Blair

by Will Somerville13. This article described immigration policies of United 

Kingdom that implemented during Tony Blair administration from 1997 untill 

2007. In the ten-year period under Blair’s stewardship, government passed four 

migration-related Parliamentary Acts (laws), and a fifth Parliamentary Bill (a draft 

law). Migration has been a consistent feature of the policy and political landscape 

in the United Kingdom over last decades. Blair brought significant changes, such 

as migration management for macroeconomic gain, combating unauthorized 

migration, and reducing asylum seekers. He attached economic migration to 

facilitate high-skilled labour migrants and attract foreign student by giving access 

to work permit. Blair has also displayed a strong interest in promoting 

institutional change and various aspect of immigration, including asylum, 

security, and integration. Blair’s decade in power was one that witnessed major 

reform of immigration and integration policy. 

This third article only focused immigration policies during Tony Blair 

administration. It also described goverenment’s view to attract economic migrant 

and reduce political migrant or asylum seekers. My research examined 

immigration policies in David Cameron Administration and government’s view 

about capping number of immigrants in both economic and political migrants.

                                                            
13 Will Somerville, 2007, The Immigration Legacy of Tony Blair, accessed at: 
http://www.migrationpolicy.org/article/immigration-legacy-tony-blair (retrieved on May 22, 
2014, 20:16)
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Fourth research is research entitled Immigrant Workers and The 

Workforce Development System In The United Kingdom by Anne Green14. 

This research described government’s effort to develop labour skill by creating 

training skill and profitable for labour migrant who can not join formal training or 

course. There are some concerns about this training. First, migrant worker skill 

can escalate. Second, they will become more flexible and expand theirselves from 

regulation. Third, tight system of criteria skill can be tricked by labour migrant. 

Fourth, they have own awareness to develop their skill independently. This policy 

aims to increase skilled migrant workers. But, there were some critics because 

many workers do not want skill development or that skill is not suitable for low 

grade workers and irrelevant. However, this policy is important to increase 

demand of skilled labour because it plays vital role for economy sector.

This fourth research only described government policies improving 

migrantworker skill by some trainings especially language training. My research 

did not describe migrant worker from that aspect, but described policies to control 

over migrant worker and described other aspects of economic migrants, such as 

foreign student and family migrant in David Cameron administration.

Fifth research is article entitled UK: The Real Immigration Debate by

Frances Webber15. This article described about immigrant’s misery in UK, 

including bad impacts of decreasing legal aid for immigrant, detention immigrant, 

                                                            
14 Anne Green, 2013, Immigrant Workers and The Workforce Development System In The United 
Kingdom, Migration Policy Institute, accesed at: 
https://circle.ubc.ca/bitstream/handle/2429/44119/ubc_2013_spring_smythe_leanne.pdf  
(retrieved on April 24, 2014, 21:16)
15 Frances Webber, 2011, UK: The Real Immigration Debate, Statewatch: UK,  accesed at:   
http://www.statewatch.org/analyses/no-214-uk-real-immigration-debate.pdf (retrieved on 
January 23, 2014, 16:16)
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growth of Islamophobia, and exploitation of illegal immigrant.  Political 

admonition to confront immigrant is still continued until David Cameron 

administration. UK immigrant frequently lived in difficulties in line with 

decreasing subsidies. By new immigration bill, immigrant will get reduction of 

aids, such as law advice, healthcare, housing, and others. Firms which sell law 

advice services also affected by decreasing profit. Besides, immigrants in 

detention could not have access for legal aids like lawyer, and their pleading will 

be rejected. They also did not have maximum detention period or interval between 

refusal asylum until deportation. 

Then most of deported immigrants are young people who came to UK in 

their childhood. Many of them secluded because of language or mockery from 

school and neighborhood. Islamophobia and illegal immigran also created 

particular problems. Moslem seen as terrorist and tighly watched also obtained 

racial abuse. Illegal immigrant is vulnerable to exploitation for criminal and 

illegal work. So, coalition is needed between parties like human right activist and 

labour union to campaign this injustice, because demand of freedom for 

immigrants is basic justice. 

This fifth research described bad circumstances and immigrant injustice 

especially for detention and illegal immigrant exploitation. It also propose 

government to treat immigrants properly. My research described this issue 

conversely that immigrant population could be decreased by implementing 

policies from economic and political migrant aspect. 
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Table: Review’s Positioning

No Researcher & Title Approaches and 

Methods

Result

1 Christina Boswell,

UK Labour Migration 

Policy: Permanent 

Revolution?

Descriptive,

Public Policy & 

Workforce

Governement changed 

regulation about labour

migrant to boost national 

economy growth. It was 

criticized because causing 

new problems. Then 

Government responded by 

implementing new policies 

to control immigrants, such 

as tier system, cooperation 

with European Union, 

created new institutions and 

tighten border control and 

regulation adjustment.

2 Pundan Rama 

Danumardhany, Tri 

Cahyo, M.Si, & Reni 

Windiani, M.Si,

Dinamika Hubungan 

Antar Etnis dan 

Descriptive,.

Ethnic Relation & 

Integration

Immigration from various 

continents created conflicts 

because distinction between 

races and it caused racism in 

many institution. Policies 

had been implemented to 
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Integrasi Imigran di 

Inggris

fulfill immigrant’s rights

and integration process 

among communities can 

work well. 

3 Will Somerville,

The Immigration 

Legacy of Tony Blair. 

Descriptive,

Public Policy & 

Economic Migration

The immigration policies of 

United Kingdom had been 

implemented during Tony 

Blair administration from 

1997 untill 2007. 

Government passed four 

migration-related 

Parliamentary Acts, and  

fifth Parliamentary Bill. 

Blair brought significant 

changes, such as migration 

management for economic 

gain, and reducing asylum 

seekers. 

4 Anne Green,

Immigrant Workers 

and The Workforce 

Development System 

In The United 

Descriptive,

Human Development

& Workforce

Government tried to 

develop worker skill by 

implementing trainings and 

useful for labour migrant 

who do not follow formal 
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Kingdom training. Despite critics are 

stated, this policy hopefully 

can improve skill and 

quality of labour migrant 

and increase high-skilled 

labour.  

5 Frances Webber,

UK: The Real 

Immigration Debate

Descriptive,

Public Policy & 

Social Injustice

Immigrant considered as 

threat for UK and they lived 

in misery and difficulties, 

such as decreasing legal 

aids and subsidies, bad 

manner in detention, 

potentially deported, 

Islamophobia, and 

exploitation of illegal 

immigrant. Some parties 

must cooperate to create 

fairness for immigrant.

6 Fariz Muhammad 

Pahlevi,

The United Kingdom 

Government’s Effort 

To Solve Immigrant 

Descriptive,

Public Policy & 

Immigrant Concept

United Kingdom is one of 

main destination countries 

for immigrants. The 

escalation population of 

immigrant over last decade 
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Issue In David 

Cameron 

Administration

has made some problems. In 

David Cameron 

Administration, government 

try to control immigrant 

flow by implementing some 

polices, especially 

categorized in Economic 

migrant and Political 

migrant.

1.5 Conceptual Framework

Policy Concept

Policy or Public Policy 16 is a aggregation of decisions which taken by 

political actor or political groups as an attempt to choose objectives and strategies 

and reach them. Decision makers have authority or right to implement it and those 

policies addressed to public for achieving common goals.17

According to Young and Quinn, policy is action created and implemented 

by government institution which has authority in law, politic, and financial. Policy 

                                                            
16 At some literatures, policy concept is not different with public policy because policy is also 
aimed to public. So, in this research, explanation of policy is similar to public policy. 
17 Miriam Budiardjo, 2008, Dasar-dasar Ilmu Politik, PT. Gramedia: Jakarta, p.20
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is not single decision, but consisted of strategic choices and attempt to respond 

problems or public  demands which is implemented to reach particular goal.18

Policy also can be measured as everything about government activities like 

controlling social conflict, controlling income from taxes, governmental 

management, distributing goods and services, and others. In other word, policy is 

all of government activities which related to public and aim to solve public’s 

issues19. According to Prewitt, policy is a conducted stipulation and characterized 

by sustainable activity from decision maker (government) or party that affected 

from policy (public).20

Therefore, policy is not always rigid because policy should always be 

adjusted as a result of transformed circumstances in economy, politic, social, or 

other aspects. Policy should be evaluated in order to be able to follow progress 

and can be implemented as well. Thus, immigrant population in Unted Kingdom 

can be capped by policies implemented by government. 

Immigrant Concept

Immigrant is individual person or a group of people who immigrate into a 

country in particular period. United Nations defined immigrant as people that 

enter into a country and stay in 12 months or longer. But, everycountry has its 

own definition about immigrant. Some countries define immigrant from their 

                                                            
18 Eoin Young & Lisa Quinn, 2008, WritingEffective Public Policy Paper: A Guide of Edvisers in 
Central and Eastern Europe, dikutip dari: Edi Suharto, Analisis Kebijakan Publik: Panduan Praktis 
Mengkaji Masalah dan Kebijakan Sosial,  Alfabeta: Bandung, p.44
19 Thomas Dye, 2002, Understanding Public Policy, Prentice Hall: USA, p.1
20 Ismail Nawawi, 2009, Public Policy: Analisis, Strategi Advokasi Teori dan Praktek, Penerbit 
PMN: Surabaya, p. 6
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movement or their birthplace. Besides, there are some categories which is actually 

not included in classification of immigrant because it is temporary like tourist, but 

it is very affected to understand political aspect such as migration, security, and 

borders.21

There are 3 ways to distinguish category of immigrant. First, voluntary 

immigrant or forced immigrant. Voluntary immigrant migrated based on their 

own will, forced immigrant migrated because of urgent conditions like conflict or 

natural disaster. Second, Economic Migrant and Political Migrant. Economic 

Migrant migrated because of economic reason like immigrant workers, Pollitical 

Migrant migrated because of political reason like seeking for asylum. Third, legal 

immigrant or illegal immigrant. Legal immigrant migrated by legal documents 

and fulfill all rules. Illegal immigrant migrated without legal document or having 

expired permission to stay or overstayed.22

The second category is more often used by people in distinguishing type of 

immigrants. Economic migrant or usually described as labour migrant is people 

who move to find work or to obtain better job opportunities and working 

conditions. Political migrant is people who is forced to move because of political 

persecution or conflict in their home country. Between economic and political 

migrants, there are also people who move because of what might be considered 

social reasons. Most of them are women and children who move to reunite their 

                                                            
21 Fiona Adamson, 2007, International Migration and National Security: Maximizing Benefits and 
Minimizing Risks, p.2, accesed at: 
http://www.thechicagocouncil.org/userfiles/file/conferences/atlantic%20conference%202007/a
damson-migration%20and%20security%20--seville2007.pdf (retrieved on April 12, 2014, 16:41)
22 Khalid Koser, 2007, International Migration: A Very Short Introduction, Oxford University Press: 
USA, p.17
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husbands or fathers who have found job overseas through family reunion 

process23. But, these social reason can be included in economic or political 

reasons. Therefore, economic migrant and political migrant will be used for this 

research.

Economic migrant is a person who came to a country for seeking job that 

can’t be achieved in home country. This terminology can be applied to all 

immigrants who obtain work permits from the government to fill labour shortage 

in the United Kingdom 24. In other word, economic migrant can be referred as 

labour migrant or migrant worker based on that term. Foreign student and family 

migrant can be included in category of economic migrant. Some international 

students stay on in the United Kingdom by changing into a work category, or 

marrying and changing into the family category. In doing so, they can affect to net 

migration and population growth25. Family migrant (children, spouses, 

dependants) can participate in workforce without changing into labour migrant 

route and many of them work in low-skilled workers sector.26

Political migrant contains two main variables, asylum seeker and refugee. 

Asylum seeker is someone who has applied for asylum and is waiting for a 

decision whether or not they are a refugee. It means that asylum seeker is 

someone who has asked the government for refugee status and is waiting to hear 

                                                            
23 ibid
24 Economic Migrants, Wrexham Community Strategy, p.1, accesed at: 
http://www.wrexham.gov.uk/assets/pdfs/onewrexham/economic_migrants.pdf (retrieved on 
June 23, 2014, 12:41)
25 Students and The Net Migration Target, Migration Watch, 2013, accesed at: 
http://www.migrationwatchuk.org/briefing-paper/2.24 (retrieved on April 14, 2014, 18:43)
26 Camilla Devitt, 2012, Labour Migration Governance In Contemporary Europe: The UK Case, 
LabMigGov Project, p. 24, accesed at: http://www.labmiggov.eu/wp-
content/uploads/2012/04/UK-case-study-FINAL.pdf  (retrieved on April 14, 2014, 19:01)
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the outcome of their application27. Based on Article 1, 1951 Convention Relating 

to the Status of Refugees, a refugee is a person who:

“owing to a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, 

religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group, or political 

opinion, is outside the country of his nationality, and is unable to or, owing to 

such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country”. 28

But, in immigration context, asylum seeker is the main determinant to 

describe immigrant issue, because refugee status is the output of asylum process 

and asylum seeker is counted as immigrant and give contribution to immigration 

number.

To describe UK government’s policy to cap number of immigrants in the 

David Cameron administration, researcher used 2 categories above. These 

categories are chosen because it can describe more accurate about this research:

Economic Migrant (migrant worker, foreign student, family migrant) and Political 

Migrant (asylum seekers).

1.6 Research Method

1.6.1 Type of Research

This research is using descriptive method. By this method, it will be able 

to explain and describe phenomenon more comprehensive about policies that 

United Kingdom Government implemented about immigrant issue.

                                                            
27 The Facts: Asylum In The UK, UNHCR, accesed at: http://www.unhcr.org.uk/about-us/the-uk-
and-asylum.html (retrieved on August 7, 2014, 06:09)
28 ibid
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1.6.2 Technique of Data Collection

Secondary data is used for this research, so data will be collected from 

study literature such as books, journals, articles, newspapers, internet, and other 

media. Those data will be selected and categorized into proportional chapter 

which adjusted with the systematical writing. Places which become facilitator are 

Library of UMM, Laboratory of International Relation UMM, and other places 

which have sources of data needed for research.

1.6.3 Technique of Data Analysis

The data will be analyzed by qualitative technique, because research will 

focus on sentences or paragraphs. This research collects data based on facts of 

research to support results. This research also can add quantitative data to support 

qualitative data. This research used deductive approach to describe from general 

phenomena to particular phenomena which have causative or cause-effect 

relation.

1.6.4 Scope of Research

The Scope of Research is divided into two categories, Scope of Subtance 

and Scope of Time. The Scope of Subtance is intended to limit the range of 

contents which will be described in this research. The Scope of Time is limit of 

time or period from this research.

1.6.4.1 Scope of Substance

This research focused on immigrant problems in United Kingdom and 

policies which were implemented in United Kingdom at David Cameron’s 

administration. 
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1.6.4.2 Scope of Time

Time period for this research is from 2010 untill 2013, because at that 

period United Kingdom has been led by David Cameron as Prime Minister.

1.7 Main Argument

Various policies have been implemented by UK government in David 

Cameron administration. From migrant worker sector, government implement 

annual cap to migrant workers outside European Union. From foreign student 

sector, government tighten English requirement for students. Then from family 

migrant sector, government impose new eligibility criteria for joining family, such 

as having minimum annual income for sponsors and good English competence.

From political migrant category, government improved current asylum system to 

speed up handling the cases, such as accelerate process of screening and removal 

of failed asylum applicants. These implemented policies designed to cap 

immigration number from economic migrant and political migrant category.

Systematical Writing

Chapter I Background, Research Question, Literature Review, 

Conceptual Framework, Main Argument. 

Chapter II Immigrant Issue in the United Kingdom

2.1 History of immigrant in the UK

2.2 Shifting Immigration Policy Since 1997

2.3 Immigrant in Statistic
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2.4 Negative Impact of Immigrant’s Arrival

Chapter III The UK Government’s Efforts to Cap the Number of 

Immigrants in the David Cameron Administration

3.1 New Coalition Government 2010

3.2 Government Policies in Immigration 2010-2013

3.2.1 Economic Migrant

3.2.2 Political Migrant

3.3 Impact of policy in number of immigrants

Chapter IV Conclusion


